
TMC Names Hubgets the 2016 Communications
Solutions Product of the Year Award Winner

Instant communication that makes businesses more
productive

Hubgets awarded 2016 Communications Solutions
Product of Year

Instant team communication and collaboration via chat,
voice, and video

Hubgets was recognized by TMC for
increasing productivity at work through
converged team communication and
collaboration.

WILMINGTON, DE, UNITED STATES,
December 1, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Hubgets, Inc. announced that TMC, a
global, integrated media company, has
awarded the 2016 Communications
Solutions Product of the Year Award to
Hubgets, the instant communication
platform that makes businesses more
productive.

Hubgets turns communication into a
valuable experience by enabling teams to
connect, bond, and collaborate in real
time with more focus and less noise. The
instant collaboration platform, available
as a service and in the private cloud,
offers one-to-one instant messaging and
group chat with file transfer, voice and
video calls, screen sharing, interactive
boards with media support as well as
advanced business telephony like IVRs,
conferencing, agents and call center
features. Relieved from the burden of
excessive emails and redundant
meetings, team members control the
communication flow and manage their
time at work more efficiently. 

"For today's flexible and mobile
workforce, Hubgets takes a different
approach to the communication process
and focuses on the user. With the help of
Artificial Intelligence, the platform
calculates a real-time Happiness Index
for all team members. Based on this index, Hubgets makes decisions to relieve frustration at work and
boost the team's productivity. For example, it reduces the level of interruptions so that people gain
more focus while still being reachable and engaged," said Hubgets COO, Elena Carstoiu.  

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.hubgets.com
https://www.hubgets.com/product/tour


"Congratulations to Hubgets for being honored with a Communications Solutions Product of the Year
Award," said Rich Tehrani, CEO, TMC. "Hubgets is truly an innovative product and is amongst the
best solutions brought to market in the past twelve months that facilitates business-transforming
voice, data and video communications. I look forward to continued excellence from Hubgets in 2017
and beyond."

With Page by Hubgets, the platform reshapes the concept of business communication and simplifies
workflows. The web page available for each team members is a digital business card that enables
instant contact with partners, leads, and customers through secure chat with file transfer, voice, and
video in the browser. Partners and customers do not need a Hubgets account or a specific piece of
software to establish contact. Team members communicate without exposing personal information
such as email address or phone number. Hubgets automatically stores and converges both internal
and business communication, building a knowledge center that team members can instantly access
and learn from. 

The platform delivers communication and collaboration to teams of all sizes, and it's free for those
with less than 20 members. Startups, SMBs, and enterprises have access to customized service
plans to suit their team dynamics and business needs. Special licensing for Service Providers is also
available.

About Hubgets

Hubgets is an instant communication platform that makes businesses more productive. It enables
people to communicate via chat with file transfer and screen sharing, voice, and video, turning work
experience into searchable knowledge.

Hubgets uses artificial intelligence to measure people's mood at work and adjusts communication
flows on the individual level to reduce frustration and make the entire team more productive.

Page by Hubgets is a web business card available for each Hubgets user. Contacting the card owner
is as simple as browsing the web - chat, voice and video instant communication is available for free, in
the browser. With Page, Hubgets users don't need to give out their phone number to be reached by
business partners or customers.

For more information, please visit https://www.hubgets.com, follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/hubgetscom/ and Twitter https://www.twitter.com/hubgets. 

About TMC

TMC is a global, integrated media company that supports clients' goals by building communities in
print, online, and face to face. TMC publishes multiple magazines including Cloud Computing, IoT
Evolution, Customer, and Internet Telephony. TMCnet is the leading source of news and articles for
the communications and technology industries, and is read by as many as one million unique visitors
monthly. TMC produces a variety of trade events, including ITEXPO, the world's leading business
technology event, as well as industry events: Asterisk World; AstriCon; ChannelVision (CVx) Expo;
DevCon5 - HTML5 & Mobile App Developer Conference; IoT Evolution Conference & Expo; IoT
Evolution Developers Conference; MSP Expo; Real Time Web Communications and more.

For more information about TMC, visit www.tmcnet.com.
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